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Country Stability and Conflictive Events (relative) 
 

 
Average number of reported events per month: 59 
Indicator description: see Appendix 

 
Risk Assessment: 
• Trend lines for (diminishing) Country Stability and (rising) Conflictive Events began to converge as 

Macedonia entered the pre-election period in spring, 2006. Conflictive Events (mostly intra-ethnic) reached 
a crescendo in the campaign period beginning mid-June, necessitating strong international admonitions to 
party leaders. The stern warnings, which explicitly linked progress towards NATO and EU entry with calm 
elections, appeared to have had the desired effect and conflictive incidents stopped. 

• In the wake of the warnings, the atmosphere cooled somewhat down and, thanks as well to a heavy police 
presence at the polls, 5 July elections proceeded without serious violence. International and domestic 
organizations pronounced general satisfaction in the conduct of the elections, although results were 
annulled and will be re-run (on 19 July) in two primarily Albanian voting places, which could affect the final 
results.   

• While the elections went relatively well, uncertainty and contentiousness over the make-up of the new 
government has significant implications for the country’s stability. Likely Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski, of 
the victorious VMRO-DPMNE, opened talks with DPA – the party’s traditional Albanian partner. The move 
angered the rival DUI which won 18 seats to DPA’s 11 and felt that it had earned the right to be in 
government. Pressure from the EU Special Representative apparently forced Gruevski to reverse course and 
as of this writing, it appears that DUI will be the Albanian partner. International interference has angered 
some on the Macedonian side who fear that the country’s democratic progress is being sacrificed (i.e. the 
right for parties to freely negotiate governing coalitions.) At the same time, it is clear both from the virulent 
campaign DPA waged and the composition of its candidate lists (which included prominent figures long-
suspected of criminality), that the party has hardly evolved. It remains to be seen how the rightist Gruevski, 
who wants to concentrate on economic issues, not ethnic ones, will deal with the ex-rebel turned moderate 
DUI leader Ali Ahmeti. 

• Significantly, the Ohrid Agreement and inter-ethnic relations in general did not seem to be a primary 
campaign issue on the Macedonian side, however, sharp attacks by the Albanian DPA, which accused its 
rival, DUI, of selling out the Albanian interest in favor of integration kept an atmosphere of ethnic grievance 
alive. In the event, DUI garnered 18 seats to DPA’s 11 in parliament. 
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• Still, pre-election politics complicated progress on implementation of key Ohrid Agreement provisions. 
National symbols continue to weigh on Macedonian stability, as they have in other Balkan countries, 
subjecting ruling parties on both sides to political pressures that complicate the implementation of the 
peace agreement. The parties in the former government (SDSM and DUI) failed to close a rift on a law 
governing the use of the Albanian language, an issue that is soon to return in the new government. 
Likewise, policing continues to be a contentious issue; international officials had urged passage of a police 
reform law, albeit unsuccessfully. 

• The pre-election incidents overshadowed what has largely been an improvement in security. Despite some 
prominent shootings in the Cair neighborhood of Skopje, overall murders – a key indicator for Macedonia – 
were down sharply from the previous two years over much of the reporting period. 

• The Macedonian society remains deeply polarized between ethnic Albanians and Macedonians, although 
there are a few signs of progress such as including a few members of the “other” ethnic group on party 
lists. Membership in the NATO and the EU is one of the few things on which Albanians and Macedonians 
agree. Last December, Macedonia earned EU “candidate status”, generating a tremendous boost in 
confidence. Since then, signals from EU officials have not been encouraging. Citizens of Macedonia seem to 
be increasingly aware that despite of becoming an EU candidate, due to “enlargement fatigue” and the 
Republic of Macedonia’s own slow pace of reform, membership is only a distant promise. NATO 
membership in 2008, however, does seem possible, though not certain. 

• Developments in the region continue to weigh heavily on Macedonia. Both Albanians and Macedonians cast 
a wary eye on stalled final status talks and political shuffling in neighboring Kosovo. On the positive side, 
Skopje’s relations with Prishtina appear to be continuing on the upswing. A 5 May meeting of Ex-Prime 
Minister Buckovski with his Kosovo counterpart, former KLA commander Agim Ceku, succeeded in putting 
to rest – for now – the neuralgic question of demarcating the border between the two countries. Just as 
relations are improving with Kosovo, relations with Serbia continue to slide, especially over perceived 
attempts by Serbian Church authorities to undermine Macedonia’s autocephalous Orthodox Church. 
Montenegrin independence has had only an indirect impact on Macedonian stability, in that it has further 
shaken the confidence of the embattled Belgrade authorities, who must now contend with two sovereign, 
Orthodox neighbors (Macedonia, Montenegro) who have embarked on very different approaches towards 
the Albanian issue. Like Macedonia, Montenegro aims to deal with Albanian aspirations through 
accommodation; by contrast, final status talks on Kosovo, appear to have only heightened Albanian-Serb 
polarization.  
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Conflictive and Cooperative Domestic Events (relative) 
 

 
Average number of reported events per month: 59 
Indicator description: see Appendix 
 

Risk Assessment: 
• By far, the most intense Conflictive Domestic Events over this period were in the pre-election period, along 

with a few notorious shootings. Typically, most of the election-related violence was intra-ethnic, and, also 
typically, was more severe between Albanians than between Macedonians. A number of DUI (ruling 
Albanian party led by Ali Ahmeti) supporters were shot at. Supporters of the DPA were also severely 
attacked several times. Shots were also fired in at least one confrontation, however, between leading 
Macedonian parties. 

• Crime in Macedonia is, even where intra-ethnic, a blow to security and to confidence in state institutions. 
Aside from some high profile incidents, however, murder rates trended down dramatically over the reporting 
period, possibly the first indicator of a real improvement in policing. 

• While election violence and pressure is not new to Macedonia, discerning international standards are, and 
the prospects of having its EU or NATO prospects damaged by rigged elections had a salutary impact on all 
political actors. Party leaders and activists across the spectrum got the consensus message from the 
international community that mounting incidents would have serious repercussions (on the actors 
themselves) and responded accordingly with a far improved atmosphere in the immediate run-up to Election 
Day. Pre-election pressure and tensions, however, appear to have diminished turnout among Albanians, 
particularly among women. 

• With heavy police presence, the Election Day proceeded without serious violence, although not without 
allegations of fraud, including ballot stuffing. Results from two primarily Albanian areas were annulled and 
will have to be re-run (on 19 July), which could affect the final parliamentary tally of the bitter rivals, DUI 
and DPA.  

• Following the trend in the region, the ruling party – the moderate, ex-Communist SDSM – was tossed out, 
and replaced by the somewhat reformed center-right VMRO-DPMNE, led by former Finance Minister Nikola 
Gruevski. Gruevski promises to focus on economic issues, which are his passion, not the inter-ethnic 
symbolic issues that have often become the political focus. It is not clear whether this approach will succeed 
in practice; managing Albanian expectations of greater inclusion in the government and the economy that 
Gruevski wants to build will remain an inescapable issue. 
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• Gruevski’s first challenge is to put together a governing coalition. Again, the primary question concerns the 
Albanians. Though the ruling DUI (defying the regional trend by prevailing in the polls) gained 18 seats, its 
bitter rival DPA gained 11. DPA and VMRO-DPMNE are traditional allies; DPA and DUI are bitter rivals. In 
addition, DPA has an unreformed leadership and structure. Its leaders, Arben Xhaferi who promises to step 
down and Menduh Thaci, have railed against DUI and the spirit of compromise and integration on which the 
country’s stability rests. Opening talks with DPA by Gruevski angered DUI (which claimed the “right” to 
represent Albanians as the leading vote getter) and diplomats – worried about instability if the leading 
Albanian party were left out of government. At the same time, leaving DPA outside of government has some 
worried that it will resort to increasingly desperate and violent tactics. The option of having both parties 
enter the government appears to have been mutually rejected on the Albanian side. Following intervention 
by EU Special Representative (after close consultation with the US), Gruevski has changed course. As of this 
writing, Gruevski appears saddled with DUI, a less natural partner for him but a more responsible one. 

• The turmoil over which Albanian party will enter government has repercussions on the Macedonian side as 
well. Ex-Prime Minister Ljubco Georgievski’s splinter party had conditioned entering the government on its 
former Albanian ally, DPA, entering the government so now it may well stay out. In addition, international 
pressure on Gruevski to include DUI has angered some on the Macedonian side who see this as weakening 
Macedonia’s democratic development. 

• The Ohrid Agreement implementation and the pace of reform suffered somewhat in the pre-election period, 
though SDSM and DUI generally got high marks for maintaining a spirit of cooperation on major ethnic 
issues, and on progress towards EU and NATO entry. Pre-election politics complicated further progress on 
the Ohrid Agreement implementation. For Albanians, national symbols (i.e. the use of the Albanian flag and 
language) continue to be active political issues – producing difficulties for Macedonian partners in 
government whose polity chafes at further concessions (especially when Macedonian symbols such as the 
country’s name remain under challenge from neighbors like Greece.) Likewise, policing continues to be a 
contentious issue; international officials had urged passage of a police reform law, which failed. 

• While most Albanian voters have rejected the hard-line, anti-integration message of DPA, it is clear that a 
sense of grievance still exists in the Albanian polity. Albanian observers say that efforts to make 
representation in public administration equitable, and to allow wider use of the Albanian language in 
official fora, are seen as inadequate. At the same time, the Macedonian majority remains sceptical of 
Albanian intentions and Gruevski – who wants to focus on economic issues, not ethnic ones – will be less 
inclined than his predecessors to make symbolic concessions. 

• The weak economy and high unemployment were continuing sources of domestic tension. Gruevski’s efforts 
to spur development could, if successful, have a major impact on diminishing inter-ethnic tension. 
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Conflictive and Cooperative International Events (relative) 
 

 
Average number of reported events per month: 59 
Indicator description: see Appendix 

 
Risk Assessment: 
• Overall, the number of Cooperative International Events exceeded the number of Conflictive International 

Events over the reporting period. The enormous significance of international engagement in Macedonia was 
demonstrated once again with the swift response by feuding political actors to diplomatic warnings.   

• The significance of the international role was made clear in the wake of elections, when pressure from the 
EU Special Representative (in likely consort with the US) apparently forced likely Prime Minister Nikola 
Gruevski to drop his more natural Albanian ally DPA in favor of the leading Albanian vote-getter, DPA. The 
intervention from diplomats did not go down with some on the Macedonian side, who see it as interference 
in internal matters in a way that will stunt the country’s democratic development. On the other hand, 
spurning the leading Albanian party especially in favor of one with as dubious a record and make-up as DPA 
could well have had repercussions on stability. 

• The response to international pressure also demonstrated how both Macedonians and Albanians see their 
future as tethered to the country’s integration and inter-action with Euro-Atlantic structures. Increasing 
scepticism during the reporting period about further EU expansion presented a setback for Macedonia, 
however. The enormous swings depicted on the graph chart the euphoria following Brussels’ awarding 
Macedonia candidate status in December, were followed by increasingly sceptical remarks about expansion 
(such as Olli Rehn’s remark that “there are no more fast trains to Europe”.) The cloud over expansion has 
already affected the pace of reform in Macedonia, which is itself an essential stabilizing ingredient. Given 
the uncertainty surrounding further progress towards EU membership, NATO accession (which is now 
popular among Macedonians as well as Albanians) has grown increasingly important for the country. 
However, diplomats say that none of the Adriatic Charter countries (Macedonia, Croatia, Albania) will be 
offered membership at the Riga summit this fall. 
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• Macedonia has so far managed well with the dramatic regional developments of the year, although 
uncertainty about Kosovo’s final status and turmoil in Belgrade continue to weigh heavily. On the positive 
side, relations between the ethnic Macedonian majority leaders and their Albanian counter-parts in Kosovo 
have improved markedly. Former KLA leader, now Kosovo Prime Minister, Agim Ceku, visited Skopje and 
had a successful meeting with Ex-Prime Minister Buckovski on 5 May. The meeting was preceded the day 
before by a helpful statement from the Kosovo government in which it expressed its “commitment to good 
neighborly relations” and agreed, for the first time, that the administrative border between the two 
countries was “initially valid.” That paved the way for an artful formula that allowed the two Prime 
Ministers to put away for the moment the contentious issue of demarcating the border (pursuant to a deal 
Skopje cut directly with Belgrade in 2001 that enraged Prishtina.) 

• Kosovo leaders also sounded helpful notes as intra-Albanian political violence in Macedonia threatened to 
spin out of control before the elections. Prishtina’s leaders warned their Albanian cohorts that continued 
violence would have a negative impact on Kosovo’s drive for independence. 

• On the negative side, relations between Macedonia and Serbia continued to slide, although there is little 
reason to fear direct conflict. Serbia’s woes – over the Mladic matter, Montenegrin independence, and the 
probability of losing Kosovo – have apparently spurred on Orthodox nationalists in Belgrade to attempt to 
undermine the autocephalous Orthodox Church in Macedonia. 

• Likewise, relations with fellow Orthodox Greece remain aggravated over Macedonia’s name. Athens 
continues to demand that Macedonia change its name, while Skopje, buoyed by US recognition of the 
name, insists only on the double-name formula (using “Republic of Macedonia” for international use, 
except with Greece which would use a formulation to their liking such as “Republic of Macedonia-Skopje.”) 
Macedonian stability remains tethered to keeping its name in that the country’s majority face assault on 
their identity from Greece, Serbia and Bulgaria; in turn, the identity challenge undermines confidence and 
complicates dealing with the restive Albanian minority who make up about a quarter of the country. 

• Another international cooperative event came when the International Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia in 
The Hague refused to release former Interior Minister Boskovski. Had The Hague remanded the Boskovski 
case back to Macedonia or released the nationalist, the country’s stability would have immediately suffered. 

• Macedonia’s involvement in the notorious El Masri case (the innocent German national arrested by 
Macedonians and turned over to the CIA in whose custody he was allegedly “remanded” and mistreated), 
has damaged the country’s image in Europe. The Council of Europe accused Macedonia of cooperating in 
the arrest and transfer in its recent scathing report on “CIA prisons.” 

• In summary, Macedonia remains a rather weak country that is slowly making strides in building a stable 
relationship between its two major ethnic groups who nearly plunged into war five years ago. It enters a 
fundamentally new phase politically with what is likely to be a highly unnatural cross-ethnic coalition. Likely 
Prime Minister Gruevski will attempt to turn attention away from inter-ethnic issues to economic reform. 
Unemployment remains dangerously high, especially among young Albanian men, making any economic 
progress a significant stabilizing factor. Likewise, weak state structures continue to invite corruption, driving 
away investment and inviting ruthless “anything goes” politics. Talks on the final status of Kosovo – 
whether they conclude by the end of the year or not – promise to have great repercussions for Macedonia. 
Increased dialogue and understanding between Macedonians and Albanians in Prishtina under the recent 
Buckovski (SDSM-led) government are positive signals. Still, long-term stability of Macedonia will depend in 
part on Kosovo’s own democratic and economic development, something by no means assured. Entry into 
NATO and the EU would be a major stabilizing factor, injecting a much-needed measure of confidence. 
Unfortunately, EU membership, a driving force for reform in the country, seems an increasingly uncertain 
prospect given expansion-fatigue in Europe; NATO membership will not happen before 2008 at the earliest. 
In the meantime, the role of the international community remains significant. While providing support and 
guidance for the parties on troublesome Ohrid-related issues, diplomats are also necessary to put pressure 
on irresponsible opposition actors, where pre-election turbulence served as a reminder of the still 
insufficient respect for basic rules of democracy.  
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*The IDEA cooperation-conflict scale is a general weighting scale that attaches a weight to every event. The scale has a range from –13 to 
+8. Event types that are regarded as cooperative have positive values. Conflictive event types have negative values. 

 

Country Stability The Country Stability index reflects three independent factors: (i) challenges 
by non-government actors to the state's monopoly of force; (ii) state 
repression; and (iii) violence entailing physical force against persons or 
property. The index is scaled between 0 and 1, where 1 means high and 0 
low stability. 

Conflictive Events (relative) Number of Events (i) that have a negative value on the IDEA conflict-
cooperation scale* divided by the number of all reported events. The 
Indicator has a range between 0 and 1. 

Conflictive Domestic Events 
(relative) 

Number of Events (i) that have a negative value on the IDEA conflict-
cooperation scale* and (ii) where all actors come from inside the country 
divided by the number of all reported events. The Indicator has a range 
between 0 and 1. 

Cooperative Domestic Events 
(relative) 

Number of Events (i) that have a positive value on the IDEA conflict-
cooperation scale* and (ii) where all actors come from inside the country 
divided by the number of all reported events. The Indicator has a range 
between 0 and 1. 

Conflictive International Events 
(relative) 

Number of Events (i) that have a negative value on the IDEA conflict-
cooperation scale* and (ii) where at least one actor comes from outside the 
country divided by the number of all reported events. The Indicator has a 
range between 0 and 1. 

Cooperative International 
Events (relative) 

Number of Events (i) that have a positive value on the IDEA conflict-
cooperation scale* and (ii) where at least one actor comes from outside the 
country divided by the number of all reported events. The Indicator has a 
range between 0 and 1. 
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Who are we? 

FAST International is the early warning program of swisspeace, based in Bern, Switzerland. The program is 

funded and utilized by an international consortium of development agencies consisting of the Austrian 

Development Agency (ADA), the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), the Swedish 

International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida), and the Swiss Agency for Development and 

Cooperation (SDC).  

What do we want to achieve? 

FAST International aims at enhancing political decision makers’ and their offices’ ability to identify critical 

developments in a timely manner so that coherent political strategies can be formulated to either prevent or 

limit destructive effects of violent conflict or identify windows of opportunity for peacebuilding. 

How do we work? 

FAST International uses both qualitative and quantitative methods, with the combination of methods being 

determined in each case by customer needs. The centerpiece of FAST International is the collection of single 

cooperative and conflictive events by means of a web-based software, applied by local staff using a coding 

scheme called IDEA (Integrated Data for Event Analysis), which is based on the WEIS (World Interaction 

Survey) coding scheme. The monitoring by FAST International is done independently from Western media 

coverage, thus providing for a constant influx of information. This information is collected by FAST 

International’s own Local Information Networks (LINs). The quantitative empirical analysis is based on 

composed indicators developed within the IDEA framework. Since even the most profound quantitative 

analysis requires interpretation, FAST International cooperates with renowned country/area experts.  

What are our products? 

FAST International offers different early warning products tailored to customer needs. The only standard 

product available to the general public is the FAST Update, which provides the reader with an overview of 

developments on a semi-annual basis. It consists of three to five tension barometers (graphs), displaying 

cooperative and conflictive developments, which are analyzed by FAST’s country/area experts on the basis of 

specific indicators. Whenever major changes occur in one of the countries or regions under scrutiny, FAST 

releases Special Updates, which follow the structure of the regular FAST Updates. FAST Updates are 

available in either hard copy, in electronic form on the respective country page or by subscription. 

Which countries do we currently monitor? 

Africa:  Angola, Burundi, DRC/Kivu region, Ethiopia, Madagascar, Mozambique, Rwanda, Somalia 

Asia:  Afghanistan, India/Kashmir, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Nepal, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan 

Europe:  Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Georgia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Russian 

Federation/North Caucasus region, Serbia, Montenegro 


